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Problemsplague
computer center
Expenses, equipment
cited as the reason
By Kristi Kehres
By most accounts, computer services
at the University are inadequate.
Breakdowns are common and problems
result. But why is the equipment in such
bad shape?
"That's a long story," according to
Dr. Richard T. Thomas, associate
professor of computer science.
Twenty years ago, only major
universities, such as Stanford, had a
computer center, he explained. And
Bowling Green wasn't in that class.
COMPUTERS WERE very expensive
at that time and the ratio of equipment
costs to personnel costs was very high.
The regional center concept was
introduced 10 years ago to help colleges
share resources and split equipment
costs. In 1972, the University and the
University of Toledo invested in a
regional center in Perrysburg, the J.
Preston Levis Regional Computer
Ncwsphotoby Dave Ryan Center (JPLRCC). Both schools and the
center itself had technicians to operate
the computers, so the major cost was
equipment.
"Cost of people at the center really
didn't bother us because the sum total
THE TRUCK, pushing the car
Everett was cited for driving too fast was less than we would have paid for
broadside ahead of it, went off the right for conditions.
our own machine,'' Thomas explained.
Several
emergency agencies
side of the road, destroying a portion of
responded to the call, including three
a guardrail in its path.
"HAVING THE regional center was a
The Everett vehicle was demolished, units of the Perrysburg Emergency good deal for everyone," he said,
while the truck sustained moderate Squad, the Perrysburg police, the State "because we were only paying half the
Highway Patrol and three wreckers.
damage.
total."
What is happening today, though, is
that mechanical costs have fallen and
each year less is spent on equipment
than on personnel.

Cincinnati man injured in car-truck crash
A Cincinnati man was injured when
his car was struck by a semi-tractortrailer yesterday morning on Interstate-75, north of S.R. 582.
Warren Everett, 29, of Cincinnati, is
listed in good condition at St. Luke's
Hospital in Toledo after his car, south-

bound on 1-75, went out of control while
passing a truck, driven by Larry
Hanby, 27, of North Carolina.
According to the Walbridge post of
the State Highway Patrol, the Everett
vehicle spun into the path of the truck
and was struck on the right rear side.

'Growing because we care'

Inside the News
EDITORIALS...George Burns as God? If it can happen in a movie
maybe it can happen in real life-or in Paul I .intern's dreams. Page
2.
FEATURES...Clockmaking is almost as popular in Bowling Green
as in Switzerland. Cindy I-eise and Dave Ryan look at a couple of
local clock fanatics on page 6.
SPORTS...John Mavity, defenseman on the Falcon hockey squad,
stops hockey puck with his nose. And his ankle, arms and the rest of
his body. A story on the puck stopper appears on page 10.

Weather
Snow Hurries
High 20K i-TC.
LowlOF(-lzC)
50 percent chance of snow

The regional center, which initially
alloted space and salary for 10 people to
operate the machines, now employs 30.
Computer costs now are minimal in
comparison with the center's payroll
costs.
This means both universities are
paying more to operate the shared
center than they would if they had
separate computers, he explained.
Thomas, who helped write a longrange plan for the University's computer needs, said the regional center
has two machines.
NEITHER IS a current product of the
manufacturer.
"Each machine is more expensive
than an equivalent is right now," he
said.
The IBM 360-75 computer is a 1966
model and the Univac 1110 dates from
1969.
The reason they are in such bad
shape. Thomas points out. is simpletheyareold.
"They are working and they are
running jobs," Thomas said, "but they
lack features current machines have
and we're not able to do a lot of things
with them."
Most of the computational service
budget is spent on the regional center
leaving no extra money for campus
computer projects.
Computers are in use 14-15 hours a
day, seven days a week, he said. Some
breakdowns are expected because of
the continual use; however, maintenance of the machines is kept level
with breakdowns as much as is
possible, Thomas added.

Active Christians purchase house
By Dennis J. Sadowski
Managing Editor
Church-noun; a building set apart
for public, especially Christian, worshlp.-Webster's Dictionary
The task was long, but the results
were gratifying and the Rev. Bruce
Montgomery says now his group,
Active Christians Today (ACT), can
continue to grow.
It started several months ago when
ACT sought to purchase a house at 606
E. Wooster St. in order that its
secretary would have additional work
space, more persons could attend Bible
studies, meetings and worship services
and perhaps a few students could move
in to help defray monthly payments.
When the plan was submitted to
George Russell, city director of zoning,
planning and housing, it was rejected

because of the possibility that residents
might live there and that ACT was not
formally defined as a church.
ACT THEN FILED an appeal with
the Board of Zoning Appeals, which
came before the board last week.
The board decided, after much
discussion over the use of the premises,
that ACT constituted a church and that
it was legal for them to purchase and
occupy the house. The church could
occupy the house; however, individuals
couldn't
Under the zoning laws of the city, a
church cannot house anyone. But ACT
backed off that issue and Montgomery
says that it wasn't a major concern of
the group anyway.
Having the house will give more
students the chance to study the Bible
and worship as a group, Montgomery
said.

AT ONE POINT in the hearing, ACT
members were compared to Hare
Krishna followers, which, Montgomery
said, disturbed him.
"We're not just a group of radicals
trying to beat the zoning laws," he
explained. "We're just trying to better
our services."
As far as the neighbors are concerned, Montgomery says that they
don't have anything to worry about
because there won't be much noise
coming from the house-or churchalthough occasionally there may be a
large number of persons there.
"Even if we have to shovel the walks
or rake the leaves to keep them (neighbors) happy, we will," Montgomery
joked.
Plans are underway to offer such
services to elderly residents, he added.
But couldn't the board have denied
the appeal?

Montgomery agrees that the board
could have, but that faith and a wellprepared presentation by Darrel W.
Fyffe, a member of the board of
directors of ACT, kept their hopes high.
THE LARGER house is needed
because ACT is growing, according to
Montgomery. Since its 1970 formation
by a handful of students. ACT has
grown to about 300 persons who have
regular contacts with the group.
"Right now it's an enjoyable time to
be a campus minister because we are
growing," Montgomery said. "We're
probably still reaping the effects of the
Jesus movement in the late 1960s and
early '70s.
"But we're growing because we try to
show that we care about people. If you
administer to people's needs, you're
going to grow."

news
views
In view of the relentless snowfall
and subzero temperatures, where
would you rather be than In Bowling
Green?
Of the eight persons contacted by
news views, six named such tropical
spots as Hawaii, California and
Florida. Only two persons said they
would rather brave the weather
here.

Katie S. Brown, sophomore:
Td rather stay in Bowling Green
because I don't mind the cold.

Newsphotos by Gtrr y N«meth

Martin L. Herman, senior:
Anywhere but Bowling Green.

Mary E. Stork, sophomore:
I'd like to be in Disneyland right
now riding the Matterhorn. I mean
you could be doing it out here, but
this is driving me nuts.

Chris A. Pappai, freshman:
California. The beach, sunshine,
just anywhere out west.

Dave E. Bourland, senior:
I really don't mind the weather. I
don't think it's that bad.

opinion
snow crews should
increase efforts

Sometimes it seems thai snow removal at the University is a neverending battle.
At such times, therefore, it seems that the work hours of the snow
removal crews should also never end.
As evidenced by parking lot and sidewalk conditions, that has not been
the case.

Parking lots are extremely slippery, sidewalks may or may not be clear
and intersections of sidewalks often have a barrier of snow blocking one
direction because of a half completed job.
Granted, removing snow from this campus is monumental, particularly when snow continues to fall'. However, the job is just as great for
any other community of 16.000 and the University should supply the
manpower needed.
If the University expects to keep its facilities open, then the paths to
those facilities also must be kept open.

council should not
okay k-mart bonds
Bowling Green City Council Monday night tabled an ordinance that
would have given K-Mart a financial break in building a store on South
Main Street.
The proposal should have been killed.
If passed, the ordinance would allow K-Mart to use the city's name in
the issuance of Industrial Development Revenue Bonds, at a higher
interest rate than if K-Mart were to build on its own because the city's
name would appear on them.
It would mark the first time such bonds would be issued for a retail
facility in the city. In the past, the bonds only have benefited industrial
developments.
City Council should not make such a precedent.
Although the bonds would not hold the city responsible for the
payment, such issuance would give K-Mart a competitive advantage over
other stores in the city, according to Councilman Roger C. Anderson.
Such favoritism is not responsible government.
Although the store would create 230 jobs for the Bowling Green area,
that is not sufficient reason to give such an added incentive to the store.
The Bowling Green area would welcome construction of the K-Mart
store, however, the store should have to build on its own.
K-Mart may claim to be "your savings store," but it should not get
additional savings from the city.

fans show class
in hockey wins
The competition was fierce during the weekend hockey series between
the hosting Falcons and Northern Michigan, but the fans weren't.
Thai's class.
Some local supporters showed concern last week that antics of the
fans might duplicate the violent behavior the Falcons faced when they
traveled to Northern Michigan in November.
At that time, during the second game of a weekend split, fans showed
their frustration by throwing objects onto the ice and harrassing the
Falcons.
No call for revenge was apparent last weekend, however, except on the
ice where the Falcons swept the Wildcats. 5-3 and 7-2. The local fans,
although typically enthusiastic, did not display the animal antics of their
Marquette. Mich., counterparts.
Kudos to the Falcons fans, whose first class action accompanies a first
class hockey team.
"♦

there's less to lick
The U.S. Postal Service has some good news and some bad news.
The good news is it has issued a smaller size stamp which should save
$700,000 in paper costs this year.
The bad news is the stamps are not sold in rolls and do not fit any
vending or high-speed affixing machines.
The stamp, issued last week in selected post offices, is the smallest
ever*distributed by the U.S. government, 40 percent smaller than the
standard size stamp.
Although it is a noble gesture for the postal service to take action to
save $700,000, it is hardly more than that, a gesture. The service's total
annual deficit is $652 million.
It is difficult to give a pat on the back to something whose efficiency, or
lack thereof, deserves the same as its stamps--a good licking.
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'judgment is founded on truth...'

paulpourri

thank george it's just a movie
I had an occasion recently to see the
movie "Oh, God," which deals with the
dilemma of a grocery store assistant
manager (John Denver) when he meets
God (George Burns) face-to-face.
It is an enjoyable movie that has a
message of some sort for everyone, no
matter what their spiritual situation. I
was so absorbed by the gentle manners
of Burns that when I left I almost had
the feeling that if one could see God, He
would look very much like George
Burns.
It must have made quite an impression on me because that night I had
an unusual dream. I dreamed that
George Burns had become a substitute
for God.
THE FIRST PLACE I noticed it was
in church, where the congregation sang
"Almighty George Burns of Our
Fathers," and "A Mighty Fortress is
George Burns."
Then the minister read the scripture
about "George Burns so loved the
world..." I nervously slipped outside
and ran home to get my Bible.

covered my mouth after realizing what
I had said.

Paul
Lintern

I opened it to page one. "In the
beginning, George..." I closed the book.
I turned on the television, to try to
relax a bit, and found Kate Smith in the
Los Angeles Coliseum, singing "George
Bless America."
"Oh my George Burns!" I cried, then

I WALKED OUTSIDE to buy a
newspaper and on the way I heard
carolers singing "George Rest Ye
Merry Gentlemen." I began to run.
As I passed the school, I heard some
first graders giving the pledge of
alligiance to "one nation, under George
Burns, indivisible..."
I got to the store to buy a paper.
Coming in from the cold made me
sneeze.
"George Bless You," the girl at the
counter said.
I grabbed a quarter to pay for the
paper, but before I handed it to the girl,
J saw, written on the coin, the in-

As I passed the school, I heard some first
graders giving the pledge of allegiance to "one
nation, under George Burns, indivisible..."

scription "In George Burns We Trust."
Then, as I started to leave, I saw a
headline on a copy of the New York
Times, declaring that "George Burns is
Dead."
AT THAT POINT I woke up in a cold
sweat. Was it only a dream? I hopped
out of bed and ran to my Bible. My
roommates moved a bit and mumbled
when I turned on my light, but they
were asleep, as I had been, I hoped.
I opened up my Bible.
"In the
beginning, God..." I smiled. "God so
loved the world..." I laughed for Joy.
I reached for my wallet and took out a
quarter. "InGodWeTrust."Icheered.
My roommates booed and told me to go
to bed.
The dust I had stirred up by jumping
around caused me to sneeze. "God
Bless You." Brad mumbled as he rolled
over.
I crawled back into bed, happy and
relieved. "Thank George Burns" I
uttered as I dozed off.
Paul I .intern Is editorial editor of the
News.

It's the write time
ior a letter

P*aii*«ia4j4«N sr*n

The News welcomes reader
response to editorial comment as
well as opinions on topics of student
interest, in the form of letters to the
editor and guest columns.
All correspondence should be
typewritten and triple-spared. Only
those letters and columns signed and
listing the author's address and
phone number for verification wil!
be accepted.
Letters to the editor may not
exceed 300 words (30 typed lines).
Columns are not to be more than 60
typed lines.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters
that are deemed in bad taste or
malicious. No personal attacks or
namecalllng will be published. If a
large number of correspondence
refers to a particular subject, a
representative sample will be used.
Correspondence may be sent to:
Editorial Editor, The BG News, 106
University HaU.

8
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Letters
compliments
computers
After reading the series on the
University's computer system I
disagree with some of Dr. Joyce Statz'
(assistant professor of computer
science) comments.
For your information, Dr. Statz and
your complainers, our system and
facilities on the most part do work and
are highly productive. John Preston
Levis Regional Computer Center
(JPLRCC) is a 24 hr. 365-day data
processing installation.
In November, 1977 our system
availability was 97.45 percent which
means out of 720 hours that month our
computer was up and running 682:16
hours. The difference comprised of
scheduled and very little unscheduled
downtime.
On March 3, 1977, our 360-75 IBM
computer processed 2,985 Jobs in 24
hours.
Let's face it everyone, before we
complain I wish users would realize
what's going on at the other end here at
the Administration Building where the
central processor is located.
We provide the best services and
facilities in northwest Ohio along with a
fine crew of professional D.P. personnel here at JPLRCC. I strictly
compliment the system instead of
complain.
Joe Durnwald
JPLRCCX operations staff
Administration Building

challenges
greek rush
A letter to the Greeks,
We are aware of the concept behind
brotherhood and sisterhood and that it
is a positive concept towards life. What
we want to know is how the Greek
organization can say that they
represent sisterhood and brotherhood
when in reality they Insult It

The meaning behind brotherhood and
sisterhood is not competition for
friendship such is the emphasis placed
behind rush and initiation ceremonies.
Is it fair to choose friends on a
preferential basis? (through rush)).
Why should one have to prove oneself?
(through initiation).
If you represent brotherhood and
sisterhood and at the same time use
competitiveness to gain friendship, then
you have buried the true meaning of
friendship beneath the rituals of rush
and initiation.
Whether people come to you, or you
go directly to the people; are these
people looking for friends or are they
after a status by going through the
rituals?
And what are you looking for?
Kevin Moyer
303Darrow
Mitch Pies
305 Darrow

killings
reported
The six killings on Thursday night
(Jan. 6) have gone virtually unnoticed.
A call to the local police department
alerted them-perhaps "alerted" is too
descriptive an adjective since the
report of the "crime" was treated with
little emotion or interest.
A personal visit to the local
newspaper carrying one of the corpses
through the lobby brought little more
than an interested glance from those
who could view the tragedy. Face-toface with the reporter revealed that
such killings were not new to that part
of Main Street.
A call to Mayor Perkins was intercepted by Mr. Hoffman who calmly
stated that 43 such cases had takenplace in the same area over the past
two years, costing the city $1,720.
The witness is frustrated-how can
such a thing happen and continue to
happen over a two-year period. In
desperation I appeal to the student
body to take action.

Thursday night is social night We all
enjoy the action at the two local clubs.
Someone, however, must assume
responsibility.
It was several years ago that a class
of students disgusted with the
deplorable appearance of the downtown
took action. Through their efforts, we
now have a clean and attractive
downtown. New shops, new sidewalks,
and new trees.
Many citizens in the community, the
city officials and shop owners all gave
of their time to accomplish the project
which the students started. Faced with
this current crisis, I appeal to the
students to take action and stop these
hideous crimes.
That Thursday, six killings took place
from SOP north on Main Street to
Howard's. Each and every tree was
torn from its roots. Won't someone
please help?Must drunkenness disturb
the beauty of our downtown?
H.A. DeHays
DST Department

unscheduled
problems
This Is a letter directed to Mr. Joseph
Wheeler, Director of Scheduling:
I would like to thank you for screwing
up the first two weeks of winter quarter
for me. Finding out that no one knows
where my class is, what time it will
meet, or even the days when the
sessions will be held is an experience
that every college student should have
a chance to go through. This gives
every student a chance to find out if he
can measure up under the face of adversity.
When I found out that you were
the one responsible for this situation, I
thought it would be nice to drop you a
note telling how much fun it is to spend
a couple of days coming up with a
workable schedule, having classes
straight through approved by the
University and then coming to class
and finding out it isn't there and that
the dates of meeting have been changed

so that I can have the thrill of having
"two classes at the same time"! Maybe
the University should advertise that,
because from what I hear you have
been personally providing this service
for some time. Keep up the good work;
the bureaucrats will probably give you
a nice raise and title change if you keep
it up. We students are forever indebted
to you.
Anthony J. Miller
Room 57 Rodgers

u.s. should
keep canal
John Glenn and Howard Metzenbaum
will soon have an important decision to
make. The decision is whether or not to
implement the Panama Canal treaty.
This decision will be shared with the
other United States Senators.
Our Senators, not being dictators, it is
important for them to know the feeling
of their electors. Especially now, at this
point in canal negotiations it is important that our Senators receive letters from us, expressing our opinions.
I do not favor giving away the canal
that my country built, and paid for. Just
to please entities which are relatively
unimportant to me, and to the rest of
the world.
Neither do I feel obligated to give
away an item of international importance, to an unstable group of people
that in my opinion, can't hold it.
However, information about the
treaty is easily accessable to all, and
whatever opinion is formulated, it is
important that our Senators hear it. We
still own the Panama Canal, and our
transportation costs as well as our
security are at stake. Let's help our
Senators make the right choice,
Don Rasmussen
515 Offenhauer West

<
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Day in Review Old post office to be renovated
•^ From Astoctot*d Pr»*» Report*.

This Girl Scout is an old trooper
In one more year, Girl Scout EUen Fabel of Great Falls, Mont, will be eligible for her fiveyear pin, but she's a little different from most Girl Schouts. She's 90 years old.
Fabel and most of the 12 other grandmothers who comprise Troop No. 12 in Great Falls
were born before the national Girl Scouts organization was formed in 1912.
"When I was a girl, we didn't have such things," said Fabel, who has been president of the
troop for the past year and was one of the founders four years ago. All but one of the original
members are still alive.
Troop No. 12's meetings, on the surface, are just like those of any other troop: Members
dress in green pantsuits and wear the Girl Scout pin and world Association insignia on their
coats. They start with the Pledge of Allegiance and the Girl Scout promise and end with
cake and ice cream.
But the conversation at a recent bi-monthly meeting proved very different from what
you'd hear at most Girl Scout gatherings:
"Got your teeth in?" one member asked, nudging another at the pre-meeting luncheon.
"I nearly forgot mine."
"Now Blanche, there are a few of us that have our own," she was told.
"Don't be bragging," chided another, ending that conversation.
After a year in leadership Fabel said she is ready to turn over the responsibility and
headaches of the presidency to a younger woman. Leona Roberts, 76, will take over soon.

Middle East peace talks
initiated in Jerusalem

Arabian king offers to buy
West Bank, Gaza Strip

New Middle East peace talks opened
yesterday in Jerusalem with an Egyptian
demand for "an equal house for the
Palestinian people" and a low-keyed
Israeli call for "concession, compromise
and mutual agreement."
Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance,
staking out the middle ground, said the
common goal of Egypt, Israel and the
United States "and those absent today" Jordan, Syria, and the Soviet Union - is a
Just, lasting and comprehensive settlement.
The strongly worded statement by
Egyptian Foreign Minister Mohammed
Kamel contrasted with the Israeli call for
compromise, highlighting sharp differences between them, the legacy of the
30-year dispute.
Later, at a news conference, Israeli
Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan said
everything is negotiable. Every Egyptian
proposal including Palestinian statehood
would receive consideration, he said.
"The only thing we do not accept is a
kind of ultimatum - take it or leave it.
"There is no deadlock," Dayan told
reporters, "but that doesn't mean we are
all doing wonderfully well."
The United States, claiming its mantle
as mediator, gave qualified support to
Palestinian self-determination but also
said Israel was entitled to secure borders
and true peace.

King Khaled and Crown Prince Fahd of
oil-rich Saudi Arabia have offered to buy
the West Bank of the Jordan River and the
Gaza Strip from Israel to establish a
Palestinian state, an Arab publication in
Beirut, I .ebanon, said yesterday.
The Saudi leaders made the offer to
President Carter during his visit earlier
this month to Saudi Arabia, the world's
leading oil exporter, according to the
Middle East Reporter, a usually wellinformed daily digest of Arab affairs.
"The Saudis made it plain to the
American president they are prepared to
pay as much as required to establish a
homeland for the Palestinian nation, even
if that means buying the West Bank and
Gaza from Israel," the publication said.
It quoted Khaled and Fahd as telling
Carter: "You try to solve the Palestinian
problem and we are ready to give you all
the oil you want."
In Washington, White House press
secretary Jody Powell, who attended some
of the meetings between U.S. and Saudi
officials, said he was unaware of any such
offer.
"I heard neither King Khaled nor Prince
Fahd make such a statement," Powell
said.

Dayton busing to continue

The National Urban League, describing
the state of black America as grim, said
yesterday in Washington that the broad
tax cut proposal being readied by
President Carter is unwise, and would not
benefit blacks of the nation's troubled
cities.
Any reduction in federal revenues would
"become an excuse for not implementing
vitally needed urban and social
programs," said Vernon Jordan, director
of the moderate civil rights group.

for remainder of year
Busing to achieve desegregation in the
Dayton public schools will continue for
another semester, school officials said
yesterday.
"It appears at this point that students
will be remaining in the schools they're in
now for the remainder of the year," said
William Goodwin, school board president.
Goodwin said ther would be no appeal of
Monday's federal court ruling which
temporarily stopped the school board's
plan to end court-ordered busing when
schools reopened Feb. 6.
Busing still could be thrown out if the 6th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, based in
Cincinnati, issued an order to that effect
There was no word if the appeals court
would hold a hearing on the matter.
The current plan calls for busing 13,000
of the district's 37,000 students in this
southwestern Ohio community.
The school board had voted to dismantle
the two-year-old plan and allow children
who were bused to attend neighborhood
schools during the next semester.
"At least now everybody can go back to
normal and teach kids and stop worrying
about where children are going to school,"
Goodwin said.
The Dayton Education Association,
representing the district's teachers, had
expressed concern about what would
happen if students were allowed to switch
to neighborhood schools in mid-year.
Teachers feared that youngsters would
lose up to a month of education because of
confusion Involved in transfers.

By Jamie Pierman
Staff Reporter

The Dreamweaver Himself"
maker of such hits as
"Love is Alive" and "Dreamweaver"

with special guest star
STARCASTLE
Monday, Jan 23 in the Grand Ballroom
of the University Union
Tickets on sale in the Union Ticket Office.
All tickets 5.50 General Admission

HAROLD ROWE, a
representative of Columbia
Gas of Ohio, reminded
council that the current
contract with the city expires in November and that,
by all indications, rates
probably will rise at that
time.
Rowe said that inflation
and higher wages are the

1959. The primary will be
June 6 and the election will
br Nov. 7.

James
R.
sherck,
Fremont's municipal
prosecutor, announced his
candidacy yesterday for
Congress from Ohio's 5th
District.
Sherck, a Democrat, will
run against Republican
incumbent Delbert L. I.atta
who has held the seat since

main reasons for the
probable rate increase.
As of Jan. 4, this winter
has been 18.9 percent warmer than last, but is still 6.9
percent colder than the
average winter over the last
30 years, according to Rowe.
All classifications of
subscribers have been
conserving natural gas, he
added.
AN
ORDINANCE
authorizing the mayor to
contract with the Wood
County Commissioners for
use of the Wood County Jail

by the city was passed.
Under the ordinance, the
city will pay the county
$12.50 a day for each
prisoner committed under
the contract. Other costs to
be covered by the city include transporting prisoners
to an from the jail and all
costs incurred for the burial
of deceased prisoners.
The contract takes effect
Feb. 5.
COUNCIL ALSO approved
an ordinance amending the
zoning ordinance of the city.
The amendments place

further restrictions on
outdoor advertising and
signs, and insure dear
visibility at intersections.
Such changes include
limiting advertising on
awnings, canopies and
mansard roofs to the owner's
name and business and to no
more than eight inches in
height, prohibiting principal
rotating or swinging signs;
and limiting the location of
structures more than two
feet in height to no less than
25 feet from the corner along
each lot line.

After taking petitions from
the Wood County Board of
Elections, Sherck stated that
although Fremont is one of
the three largest cities in the
Fifth District, "in 1977, Mr.
Latta made only one major
visit to the city and that was
in early March."

SHERCK SAID he will
conduct a grass roots
campaign, cncentrating on
tax issues, farm prices,
energy
costs,
unemployment, inflation, and the
quality of education.
"Mr. Latta has done little
to distinguish himself in
dealing
with
those
problems." Sherck said. "He
has gained recognition only
for his vigorous television

defense of Richard Nixon in
1974 and his strong support of
the United States involvement in the Vietnam
War in the late 1960s and
early 1970s."
Sherck admitted he will
have a difficult time running
against Latta, but said tht a
change is needed.
"I DON'T believe a really
hard-hitting campaign has

ever been waged by a
democrat in the Fifth
District," Sherck said.
Sherck, 29, received a
bachelor's
degree
in
Education in 1969 from the
University and graduated
from the University of
Toledo Law School in 1973.
Sherck practices law in
Fremont and has been a
special counsel to the Ohio
attorney general.

Council discusses sidewalk funding
City Council discussed
alternatives for funding the
South
College
Drive
sidewalk project following
Monday's meeting.
Student Government
Association (SGA) officers
expressed their concern

grim' state of blacks in US

Though his staement was not so harsh as
the criticism he leveled at Carter last July,
when he said many blacks felt "betrayed"
by the president, Jordan made it clear that
he is dissatisfied with early reports on the
president's tax reform and urban polcity
plans.
His remarks indicated Carter can expect
vocal opposition from black leaders if they
think the administration's upcoming tax
and urban proposals do not benefit blacks
and the cities sufficiently.
There was no immediate reaction from
the White House.
In the league's third annual "State of
Black America" report, Jordan said:
"1977 was a year of continued depression,
with unacceptability high unemployment
and a widening income gap. Most
Americans consider that 1977 was a year of
economic recovery. We cannot share that
view."
He told reporters, "Unemployment is an
urgent and serious problem is the black
community." Asked about President
Carter's job policies, Jordan replies, "We
are disappointed."
"The state of Black America is grim,
and we expect the president to be
responsive to those needs," said Jordan.

will be made, he added, but
once the repairs are completed, the center will be
available for use by
residents.

Municipal prosecutor to wage
tough campaign for House

Aid sought to improve

U.A.O. presents
GARY WRIGHT

.

Municipal Administrator
Wesley K. Hoffman reported
to City Council Monday night
that he has accepted a grant
to begin renovating the old
post office, to be used as the
Senior Citizens Center.
The $36,482 grant covers 75
percent of the cost of
repairing and the roof of the
structure, located at West
Oak and North Main streets.
Hoffman said the city will
supplement the grant and
cover remaining costs with
general revenue sharing
funds.
No interior modifications

about the danger of students
walking in the street because
there are no sidewalks.
Wesley K. Hoffman,
municipal
administrator,
said the project was brought
to council's attention about
six months ago but has been
delayed until methods of
funding can be determined.
Under consideration are
six alternatives:
-construction of a fourfoot wide concrete sidewalk.
The cost, with the exception

crete, thereby reducing
costs.
-construction of a six-foot
wide asphalt bike path,
-construction of a four- designed to accommodate
foot wide concrete sidewalk, both
bicyclists
and
with costs to be assessed to pedestrians, which would be
property owners. Owners of paid for by the city.
-construction wide stone
corner property would,
under the Ward 2 project, be walks, which would be paid
given credit for their for by the city.
assessments, resulting in
Another aspect of the
their paying only on frontage sidewalk problem is the
of the property.
absent property owner,
Hoffman said. A property
-sidewalks would be built owner, whether or not he is
of asphalt instead of con- present has an obligation to

of the two percent the city is
required to pay, would be
assessed to property owners.

provide sidewalks, he added.
"This project is part of the
continued effort to improve
Bowling Green," Hoffman
said, "since the economics of
the city rely stongly on
Bowling
Green State
University and its students, I
feel that the landlords and
city owe it to the students
and themselves to try to
improve Bowling Green."
A public meeting is
schedules for 8 p.m., Jan. 30,
at council chambers to
discuss further issues
surrounding this project.

SUPER

SALE

Maybe we'll
cure cancer
without
your help,
but don't bet
your life
on it.

COLUMBIA

Thcwajril stands today,
one American oul of four
will someday have cancer
Thai means il will strike
some member in two out of
three American families
To change those statistics
we have to brm^ the
promise ol research to
everyday reality Ami to

expand our detection
program and techniques.
And that takes money
I otsol mone\ Money we

won't have — unless \ uu
help us.
The American Cancer

...ONLY

Society will never give up
the fight Maybe well find
the answers even without

$4,44

yoill help Hut don't bet

your life on it.

American
Cancer I
Society*
!►.■

.

■

.

■ ,

f•

ABORTION
$150.00
TOLL FREE

9 a.m.-10 p.m.

1 -800-438-8039

RESEARCH

CHUCK MANGWE

...PLUS THOUSANDS MORE AT
THESE SAME INCREDIBLE SAVINGS!

OUR GREATEST
SALE EVER!

Thousands of Topics
Send lo« vour up to date. 160
page. m»l order cmloq £«clo«
$100 10 cover poiuoe and
handling
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE. INC.
113?? IDAHO AVE # 206
LOS ANGELES. CALir 90025
I213> 4778474
Ou' rtiratch pape'i *'* *o d lo»
rflt.'C* PU*pO*t» Onl\

OPEN

MON.-SAT.
9 A.M. til 10 P.M.
SUNDAYS
NOON til 9 P.M.
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SCU housing night info
postponed until Feb. 1
Ten Off-Campus Housing
Information Night scheduled
for Jan. 18 has been postponed because of a real
estate convention which
many landlords will attend.
The meeting will be held at
8 p.m. Feb. 1 in the Alumni
Room. Union.
Coordinators of the information night are Mania
Pastor, Student Consumer
Union (SCU) chairman and

KEEPING A CLOSE
EYE-A man, busy
sweeping a Richmond,
Va., street, appears to
be getting a close inspection from his
shadow on a recent cold
and bright afternoon

Dorm life vs. apartments

NEWPORT BEACH, Calif. (AP)-Blood
platelets, the cells that rush like heroes to
breaks in blood vessels to stem bleeding, are
now also viewed as villains, researchers said
this week.
The platelets generate a substance that
is another item to be considered, may be part of the cause of atherosclerosis,
according to Williams. Although she which is the buildup of deposits that
does not feel as if she is isolated, she progressively narrow or block vital arteries.
says many off-campus students
In many cases, atherosclerosis leads to
sometimes feel isolated because fatal heart attacks or strokes, which together
they are removed from campus represent the major cause of death in the
activities.
United States.
The topic of expenses invariably is
UNTO. RECENTLY, the deposits that
raised when comparing dorm and adhere to blood vessel walls and increasingly
apartment living.
restrict blood flow were thought to be simply
Both Bailey and Nakanishi agree accumulated globs of a fatty material carried
that there is ho significant cost in the bloodstream.
difference between the two
With new research, the story has become
lifestyles.
more complex, Professor Russell Ross of the
"Basically, I think apartment University of Washington told a science
expenses will run about the same as writers' forum sponsored by the American
the dorm," Nakanishi explained. Heart Association.
She says she feels that she saves on
It now seems that muscle cells that norfood expenses, but it equals out when mally reside in the middle layer of blood
adding other expenses, such as vessels and quietly do their job of expanding
electricity.
and contracting the vessels sometimes grow
Williams believes otherwise. abnormally and multiply.
Apartment living is at least $100
Ross, a pathologist, said the spread of these
cheaper, according to records she renegade muscle cells into the innermost
and her roommates are keeping.
layer of the artery provides a framework for
HOWEVER, she does agree that the fat deposits to cling to.
THE TRIGGER for the muscle cells' abthe biggest savings occurs in the
area of food expenses
normal growth, Ross reported, may well be a
newly discovered substance secreted by
platelets, which always circulate in the blood.
Until now, blood platelets were chiefly
known for their role in promoting blood
clotting when a person begins to bleed.
I think evidence is coming out that if we can

Return would be tough, students say
Have you ever wondered what you
might have missed by choosing to
live in a dormitory rather than an
apartment?
It's a tough decision many
students must make by the end of
their sophomore year.
Once off campus, several students
expressed the view that it would be
hard to return to dorm life.
"I could never go back to the
dorm. I would really feel confined,"
said Carol A. Williams, junior.
April R. Nakanishi, senior, felt the
same way. "It would be hard to
move back into a dorm because it is
so institutional," she said.
AS MIGHT be expected, there are
many advantages to living off
campus. More privacy, a quieter
atmosphere, a greater feeling of
safety and more room are benefits
several students cited as reasons
they liked living in an apartment
Apartment living is a "break
away from the campus at-

mosphere," Nakanishi said.
"You're free to be there whenever
you want to be."
Nakanishi said she enjoys being
able to stay as long as she wants to
after a quarter has ended. In the
dorms, students must move out by a
specified time.
Williams, who lives in Campus
Manor on Clough Street, enjoys not
having to escort her boyfriend to her
room. She also enjoys being able to
take a shower without going down
the hall.
Many students say that preparing
their own meals is one of the biggest
assets in off-campus living.
"You can fix your own meals and
have what you want when you want
it," Nakanishi said.
IN HER apartment, Nakanishi
and her three roommates each cook
separately because they have different schedules and eat at different
times.
Hut others, like Gail A. Bailey,
senior, eat with their roommates
and take turns with the cooking and
dishes.

Of course, living in an apartment
is not always the perfect existence.
Bailey, who lives in Winthrop
Terrace North, said she thinks
sometimes it is a problem getting to
places such as the Library.
"Now I have to make, an effort to
get there," she said. "I can't Just run
across the street from my dorm like I
used to."
Nakanishi said she feels that the
responsibility of paying bills once a
month can occasionally be a burden.
In addition to rent payments, phone
and electricity bills must be paid
monthly.
One adjustment Bailey had to
make to apartment life was allowing
time for cooking and cleaning up
afterwards. It only takes a half-hour
to eat in the cafeteria, she explained,
but it takes longer to prepare a meal
for yourself.
"I DIDN'T realize how much went
into planning meals," Nakanishi
agreed. "You forget when you have
vour meals prepared for you."
A feeling of isolation from campus

formation night helps both
sides learn about the other.
Pastor emphasized that
the SCU, 405 Student Services, keeps a file on area
apartment complexes.
Students are encouraged to
consult the files for information such as rental
rates, pet policies and furnishings at a particular
apartment

Major cause of death in
US may be attributed to
cells that stop bleeding

AP Laserpholo

ByMarkReinbrecht

Michael Voll, director of offcampus housing division.
According to Pastor, it is
designed to give students the
opportunity to talk to landlords and attorneys before
they sign a lease Major
landlords in the area will be
present. They will hold a
panel discussion, which will
be followed by students'
questions.
Pastor feels the in-

Some of us
need more
than T.L.C.

inhibit platelet function,shut off the secretion
of the growth-triggering substance in some
way, we can prevent the multiplication of
smooth muscle cells and thus halt
atherosclerosis at its origin," Ross said.
Although the origin of atherosclerosis is far
from completely understood, Ross gave a
possible scenario based on his research:
THE ENDOTHELIUM, a thin protective
layer on the inside of blood vessels that is
directly exposed to the blood, is damaged In
some way.
It may be a mechanical injury, such as
scraping by a catheter passed into the vessels
for a diagnostic test; it may be the relatively
powerful rush of blood in a person with high
blood pressure; or it may be damage caused
by excessively high cholesterol in an overweight person.
In any case, a patch of endothelium is torn
away, exposing the layer of cells underneath.
Then the platelets, which ordinarily would
be barred by the endothelium, attack the
exposed cells and secrete the growthtriggering factor. So far, Ross said, the
substance has been given the unwieldly name
of "platelet-derived growth factor."
THE MUSCLE cells in the artery wall,
stimulated by the substance, proliferate and
form a lesion that may serve as a foundation
for fat buildup.
If the injury is not repeaMrthe endothelium can grow back and resume its
protective role. But if the injury happens over
and over again, years of growth in the muscle
cells and attachment of fatty subst ices to it
can form a large deposit.
When such a deposit completely shuts off a
vital artery serving the heart or brain, the
result can be a heart attack or stroke.

David
Nairne
counted

NEWSLETTERS

Wfe're

counting on
you.

Semi-Annual Clearance Sale
Women's Total Fall & Winter Shoe Inventory
of Connie, Bass, Dexter,
Bort-Carleton, & Jacqueline

Now at 1 /2 price
Men's Nunn Bush, Bass, Weyenburg, Dexter

Now at 1 /3 to 1 /2 off
All Winter Boots on Sale Now
(|imlit> footwear for men nnd women

1616 E. Wooster, Stadium Plaza • Open 10-6 Mon.-Sat.
Fri. 'til 9
352-0525
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Court to decide penalty power
WASHINGTON (AP) Two
Supreme
Court
members
Indicated
yesterday that they are
troubled by state laws that
limit a Judge's discretion in
deciding whether to impose
the death penalty.
Justices John Paul Stevens
and Lewis F. Powell Jr.
voiced their reservations
during more than two hours
of arguments focusing on the
constitutionality of Ohio's
death penalty laws.
The two cases argued
could yield decisions, expected sometime before the
court term ends in June,
answering these questions:
-IS THE death penalty a
valid
punishment for
someone who did not actually kill anyone or take
part in any plot to kill?
-May a 16-year-old be
executed?
-Is a death penalty law
valid if it gives the jury no

voice in the punishment?
-How extensive a range of
factors weighing in favor of
life imprisonment rather

than death must be considered?
Under Ohio's laws, consideration of "mitigating

Cincinnati attorney welcomes
clarification in Bell case
CINCINNATI (AP)-Hamilton County Prosecutor
Simon Leis Jr. said he welcomes a U.S. Supreme Court
review of a Cincinnati man's death sentence.
Willie Lee Bell was sentenced in Hamilton County under
the state's revised criminal code, which provided the
death penalty for specific murders.
Bell's case was one of two Ohio cases heard yesterday in
Washington that may lead the Supreme Court to
significantly broaden or limit the use of the death pen alt y

circumstances" is limited to
three specifics - whether the
victim proclpitated the
murder,
whether
the
defendant was under duress,
was coerced or provoked to
kill and whether the murderer was
"mentally
deficient."
IN BOTH OHIO cases
heard by the court, Powell
zeroed in on what he indicated might be a lack of
consideration by Ohio of
such factors as a defendant's
age, maturity and whether
the defendant had been
unduly influenced by others.

BELL, indicted along with Samuel Hall, 19, was convicted of aggravated murder in the shooting death of 65year-old nursing home operator Julius Graber. Graber
was shot in the back of the head with a shotgun.
Bell, who was 16 at the time of the shooting, also was
convicted of aggravated robbery and kidnapping.
"I'm glad the U.S. Supreme Court will review Ohio's
death penalty statute," Leis said in a recent interview.
"Then we'll have a clear-cut ruling to go on and can
hopefully go ahead and use the death penalty in the appropriate cases."

Powell twice questioned
the state's definition of
mentally deficient and was
told by a lawyer representing one Ohio death row
inmate that under the state's
.definition, a convicted
murderer could "escape
with his life" only if he was a
moron, imbecile or idiot.

AP Laserphoto

KEEPING IT COVERED-This Is one Louisville motorist's answer to the cold weather-keeping It
covered to keep It warm. This protection probably came in handy as Kentucky faced temperatures in
the teens.

AAondale to visit neighbors
WASHINGTON (AP) Vice President Walter F.
Mondale, embarking on his
third diplomatic mission for
President Carter, will visit
Canada and Mexico this
week, with energy a focal
point of his trip.
Such key issues in his host
countries as the Quebec
separatist movement and
illegal aliens will be
discussed only briefly, if at
all.
It will be the second week
in a row for Mondale to
spend most of his time
outside Washington.
THE VICE PRESIDENT,

*

who spent five days last
week in western states, flew
to Ottawa yesterday for
meetings with Canadian
Prime Minister Pierre
Elliott Trudeau and other
Canadian leaders.
Today he will fly to
Edmonton, Alberta and then
back to Washington in time
for Carter's State of the
Union address tomorrow.

tillo and weekend visits to
Indian ruins in the Yucatan
city of Merida before
returning to Washington
Sunday evening.
Administration officials
said Mondale's goal was to
reaffirm that the United
States attaches "the highest
priority to our relations with

OF THE WEEK

BECKY
SMESTAD

1

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

CONGRATULATIONS!! *

,j^S©4i

electricity along the border,
the officials said.
Although no negotiations
are pending to bring
Canadian natural gas to the
United States, the officials
said that "there has been
some discussion about
possibly increasing the gas
supplies."

SKI CLUB MEETING

Friday morning the vice
president will take off again,
this time for a meeting in
Mexico City with Mexican
President Jose Lopez Por-

ThoBTSWows
SALESPERSON

our neighbors on the continent."
WHILE IN Canada,
Mondale will discuss additional gas sales involving
the two nations, oil storage
sites, transportation of oil
and gas from Alaska and the
Canadian north across
Canada and into the United
States, and exchange of

TONIGHT
7:30 P.M.

ERA DEBATE
CON

PRO

PHYLLIS
SCHLAFLY

KAREN
DeCROW

wednesday--january 18
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■balance of $30 due for Boyne Mt. trip

**»*»
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in the grand ballroom

free

■ Park City damage deposit refund
■KEY Pictures ■ (dress accordingly)
- room & driver sign-ups for Boyne Mt. trip
MOVIE: "ASSIGNMENT K2"
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=| ®f)tMm

RQUNPrUP..DAY
Quarter Pound —
CHEESEBURGER

PLATTE

352-3265

1432 E. Wooster

"Next to Me Donalds"

AFTER 13 YEARS!

GOING OUT
OF
BUSINESS
SALE
-Prices Reduced Again No Reasonable Offer Refused

Try something different next lime...
a roast beef sub at Pagliai's.

It's great the way you like it...so choose your
own ingredients (or the best-tasting sub in town!
Choose from cheese, lettuce, onions, pickles,
horseradish, tomatoes and your choice of
dressings, mayo, mustard, Italian dressing,
pizza sauce, and thousand island dressing. Any
way a roast beef sub is extra delicious at
Pagliai's.
l/3loaf
$2.00
Full loaf
$5.50
Free delivery
Ph. 352-7571
•PIZZA»SUBS«SPAGH6TTI»IASAGNA»SAIADS

Pogliars
945 S. Main
Bowling Gr«*n

Reg

$1.19'$1.50
Good Jan. 18, Only

Roy
oger
Restaurant
Open 1030 . Midnight
300 E. Wooster St., B. G.

Save 1/2 Price and Lower
Coats, Jeans, Shoes, Sweaters, Shirts, etc.etc.

Wooden Greek Jewelry
1/2 price

Furniture-FixturesEquipment-Antiques
FOR SALE
THURS-FRI-SAT 10:00-6:00
SUNDAY 12:00-5:00
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They have time to share
By Cindy Lelse
Staff Reporter
The whole house seems to
tick.
Dozens of clocks cover the
walls, spilling across tables,
workbenches,
kitchen
counters, bed headboards
and display shelves. One
even perches on the toilet.
The clocks, which number
well over 120, are the passion
of Robert P. Joynt, associate
professor
of
special
education at the University.
Joynt moves from room to
room in his home, pointing
out his favorites.
Masculine grandfather

clocks slowly
mighty brass
side to side,
hours with a
voice.

swing their
weights from
striking the
low. muffled

CUCKOO CLOCKS tick
pertly, inviting you to wait
for their elusive cuckoos.
Saw clocks send caned
animals
running
up
and down their jagged teeth
when the hour chimes.
A
gilded
French
"Swinging Diana'" clock
holds her miniature clockface high with one arm,
using the other to attempt to
pull her marble tunic across
her bare chest. She ticks

gently, smoothly, as if to
remind her admirers that
she is not only beautiful, but
still possesses the accuracy
that pleased 17th century
French kings.
But Joynt's collection is
not the only one in town. Or
even in the College of
Education, for that matter.
Willard
(Bill)
Fox.
professor of education administration and supervision, who owns about 100
American clocks, also
proudly shows his favorites.
Pewter, tin and beautifully
carved wood clocks adorn
the mantles in his home.
Huge-faced schoolroom

clocks point at two-inch-high
letters to show the time. Old
mantle clocks have been
polished to a mellow hue and
carry "reverse" paintings
on glass to hide their
mechanical insides.
FOX PULLS out one of his
favorites, a clock given to
about SO large contributors
of William McKinley, who
was
elected
to the
presidency in 1896. Only a
few originals of the clock,
which is made of copper,
remain.
An old alarm clock for deaf
persons, which "strobes"
groggy sleepers awake with
a flashing light, sits at Fox's
bedside.
Carriage clocks, ship
clocks, military clocks,
clocks
for
JapaneseAmericans and clocks inlaid
with shells, wood and stone,
fill his every possible desire
for the time.
But Fox and Joynt deny
that a passion for accuracy
is the reason they collect
clocks.
"1 just love 'em." Joynt
says "If I owned a collection
of glassware, all I could do is
look at it. But with clocks,
there's always something
moving, provided they work.
"Besides,
I
collect
everything," he grins,
waving at African signal
drums, a restored Las Vegas
slot machine and a pair of
4,000 year-old beads.
FOX
HAS
different
reasons to own clocks. A
former history teacher, he
researches every clock he
owns, determining who
made it, who owned it, how it
works and even how the

particular clock fits into the
evolution of American clockbuilding.
"If I buy a clock I want to
know everything there is to
know abut it," Fox says,
adding that he even
researches clocks he repairs
for other people.
Fox said some of the
clocks he repairs were made
by William Jerome, the
great-grandfather of
William Jerome III, a formor president of the
University.
The research is not just for
his own enjoyment. Fox is
one of the main contributors
to the research arm of the
American Clock Collectors
Association, of which he and
Joynt are members.
They also insist they are
not among the real "elite" in
clock collectors, who may
own clocks worth as much as
$25,000.
There
are
drawbacks to this timely
passion.
THEIR WIVES must keep
the clocks dusted and Fox's
wife does much of the
cabinet restoring herself.
They constantly change
room arrangements to make
room for a new member of
the family-a stoic grandfather clock or a dainty
Delft-painted Dutch clock.
Fox even lowered a section
of his family-room to give
enough head room for his
pride and joy-a grandfather
clock, built in Columbus,
which could be shown in a
museum.
But their passion for
clocks is worth it, they say.
Their children and their
grandchildren will have a
heritage in time.

Newsphotos by Dave Ryan
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Adam
Gauthier
counted
onus.

If Red Cross hadn't trained young
Lars Alecksen in lifesaving techniques.last summer Adam Gauthier
just might have ended up one
more drowning statistic. (Adam's
alive and well today, thank you, and
in the first grade in Manitowoc,
\Msconsin.) We're not asking
for medals (Lars is the one who
deserves those). But we do need
your continued support. Help us.
Because the things we iwr*e*i*
do really help. In your own
neighborhood. And across
America. And the world. *
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counting
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ARTCARVED's new fashion rings are very different from traditional college rings. Each is a
unique, contemporary design, and very much your college. Whichever style you choose in our
large collection can be personalized by the custom features you select.

YOUR T-D CARD
IS READY

THE /IKIQ1RVED REPRESENTATIVE
will be here to help you select your ring.

TIME

DATES

Apply for your
Student Toll Dialing Card
now!
There is still time to apply for your Student
Toll-Dialing Card. With it you can dial long
distance calls from any dormitory phoneand save money. Remember, toll calls
from coin phones cost more.

Our new billing system makes toll calling
more convenient. Stop by our Stadium
Plaza Shopping Center location to see about
getting your handy T-D Card. Your
Validation Card will be required.

PLEASE NOTE: Do not accept' 'Collect'' calls on your dormitory telephone
this practice is prohibited by your University.

10 AM TO 4 PM

WED JAN 18
THURS

JAN 19

10 AM TO 4 PM

FRI JAN 20

10 AM TO 4 PM

Deposit required. Ask about Master Charge or Visa.

University
Bookstore
t

GEL1ERAL TELEPHORE

STADIUM PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

Student Services Building
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200 YEARS BETWEEN THEM-Twln sisters Marie Morse, left, and Hannah Hansen celebrate their
100th birthday tody In a Fremont nursing home. Dr. Morse was one of the century's first women doctors,
while her sister accomplished the same feat as a pharmacist
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Men you pick up
JheBGNews,
you've got your hands Mi

ACROSS
Babas
Pack away
Jotting
tVft and active
Beta UM of.
for short
In a line
Scale syllables
Abstruse
Attitude: Abbr
Damsons
Curved
Tuscan city
Opera role
California and
Florida vistas
Raton, Fla.
Actor Maiden
Golffp.
Surpass in speed
Fox in beast epic
Year in Pliny's
day: Rom.
Carried away
Norse name
Astronomical
figure of a sort
Raspings of
ivory, metsl, etc.
Money in India
Native of Muscat
Harbors
Slope
Collectors'items
Kegler's concern
Decayed spot
in fruit
Diminutive suffix
Fragrant plant
Norms: Abbr.
Greek letterUntrv
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AIR FORCE
ROTC
SCHOLARSHIPS
Many Scholarships are available in areas
to complement your college degree.

MEN-WOMEN APPLY NOW
Have a job upon graduation.
Contact the Department of Aerospace Studies,
164 Memorial Hall. Call 372-2176

Air Force ROTC
Gateway to a Great Way of Life
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1 Singer Johnny
2 Eager
3 Filibeg
4 Folklore being
5 Porpoise
6 Like beads
7 Wide of
8 Grampuses
9 Court
10 Popular fabric
11 Remarque
12 Highway sign
13 Waa beholden to
19 That is to sty
22 Actor Marvin
24 Photo
25 Short river into
the Somme
28 Agora coin
27 Cook's mixture
28 Drama section
29 Galley item
32 Faint
33 Take hold
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CROSSWORD
PUZZLE
by Margaret Farrar
© >S77 LOS ANOEL£S TIMES
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38 Language
37 Jazs players:
Slang
38 Finial
40 Central point
43 Ontario port
45 Musical
compositions
46 Important
workers
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Exercise
Deep-blue glass
Minded
Eyes: Poet
Substance
Type of missile
Flower
Mexican money
Poetic
contraction
60 Member of
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Campus Calendar
Editor's note: This list was compiled yesterday afternoon • and therefore does not reflect any weather
cancellations. Fact Line, 372-2445 or the campus radio
station WFAL-o«o should have the most up-to-date information on what events are still being held.

University Atheists 8 930 p.m., 114 Business Administration
Bldg.
Table Tennis Club -8:30 1030p.m., 105 North Gym.
Lectures

Campus Calendar is a dally listing of campus events
(meetings, lectures and entertainment), provided as a ser
vice to readers. Unless otherwise noted, the events are free
and open to the public. To submit a listing, Campus Calendar
forms are available at the News office, 106 University Hall,
372 2003. There is no charge for submitting a listing to this
section.

'From Funshal to Tokyo" illustrated lecture -3:30 4:30 p.m..
White Dogwood Suite. Union Dr. Joseph C. Buford, professor
of geography, on summer trip.
FBI agent lecture- 7:30 p.m.. Pink Dogwood Suite, Union
Sponsored by Criminal Justice Society.

WEDNESDAY
Meetings

Entertainment

Commuter Center 12:30 p.m.. Commuter Center, Moseley
Hall General meeting.

Print sale 10a.m.-5p.m., Browsing Room, Union.

100 Hayes

Hall

Psl Chi 7 p.m., second floor lounge, Psychology Bldg.
Representatives from area mental health services will speak.
Ski Club 7:30 p.m.. 110 Business Administration Bldg. Final
payment ot $30 for Boyne Mountain trip due.

Basketball 5 p.m., Anderson Arena BGSU women's team vs
Defiance.
UAO mini courses
6:30-8 p.m.. Carnation Room, Union Mixology II
7-8 p.m.. River Room, Union Beginning Chess
7 8 p.m., D.J.'s Health Store. 115 W. Merry St. Bikerepair
7:30 p.m.. Croghan Room, Union Guitar Made Easy
7:30 p.m. Wayne Room, Union Bridge
8:30 p.m.. River Room, Union Fabric flower making

Basketball 8 p.m., Anderson Arena BGSU men's team vs.
Detroit

Gay Union 7:30p.m.. Faculty Lounge, Union.
KoSutemiOoio- 7:30-9:30 p.m.. 201 Hayes Hall

Concert 8 p.m., Recital
Orchestra will perform

Radio Television News Association- a p.m., 200 Moseley Hall
Women In radio television news.

Public skating 8 10 p.m., Ice Arena Student admission II,
skate rental, 50 cents

ERA debate 8 p.m., Grand Ballroom, Union Karen DeCrow
and Phyllis Schafly will debate Equal Rights Amendment.

Student swim 9:30 10:30 p.m.. Natatorium
cents

Hall,

Music

Bldg.

Chamber

Admission 25

Classifieds

TW6 YEAR PROGRAM

FLYING & NON-FLYING
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

8

■ >8

American Chemical Society 7 p.m.,
Organizational meeting.

for the two year program. Receive a commission as an Air Force officer.

7

■ 15

International Coffee Hours -2-4 p.m.. International Lounge, 17
Williams Hall Sponsored by University Christian Ministries.

and/or graduate level (as of September 1978)--now is the time to apply

■'
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National and International news Editorials J
Paulpourri
Sports

If you have two years of college remaining at either the undergraduate

•

*

*

(PLUS SCHOLARSHIPS)

1

LOST AND FOUND
Found, men's toiletry case,
including electric razor, next
to Offenhauer. Call 372-6201 a,
Identify. Pay for ad to claim.
Small shell & turquoise
necklace found in front of
Hayes Hall Mon. Call Bill, 2

6354.
Light brn. key case with 4 keys
LOST at Sat's. basketball

game. 372-5733.
Missing: A gray 8, navy down
vest. Lost seen at the N.E.
Commons beer blast on Jan.
13. If found please call 2-2840.
Reward of fered.
RIDES
Ride needed to 8, from PENN
STATE or vicinity (off 1-80)
weekend of Jan. 26-29, or any
other weekend. Share expenses. Please call Jonl 2-4589.
SERVICESOFFESIED
Do your leans need patching or
do any other clothes need
mending or alterations? Call

Eva 372 3816.
Pregnancy Aid & Understanding. EMPA. Emotional
Material Pregnancy Aid. 352
9393 8,352-1488.
The
Music
Machine
Professional Sound Systems.
All Sorts of Parties 8, Party
Services. 352 2900.
PERSONALS
Thanks Slg Ep's a, Golden
Hearts for the pizza surprise!
Love. The Golden Heart
Neophytes.
,
Alpha Chl'sThe Phi Alpha
Four will be there soon to
Qhecfcyour pj's.
Alpha Delta. DG's. Alpha
Phi's-The first raid was silent.
Only we know what's next. Be
Ready, The Phi Alpha Four.

Open
rush tonight-all
Interested
men
welcome.
ALPHA SIGMA PHI. No. 1 Old
FratRow. 7:30-9:30.
WINDFALL PRESENTS A
GARY
WRIGHTSTARCASTLE WFALENDII

680 AM.

Any organization that still
wants a booth at Mardl Gras
may come to the meeting on
Jan. 18, Wed., from 7 8pm in
the White Dogwood Suite, on
the 3rd floor Union.
Hey, all you Anchormen-the
night for the DG Winter Date
Party is this Saturday. Get
psyched for an unforgettable
evening with an unforgettable
girl!!

Congratulations
SAE
Jeff
Parsons on being selected to
the University Relation's
Advisory Committee.
Get your ears on, good buddy I
WFAL TALK SHOWII 9 11pm
680AM.

WANTED

Girls, get psyched for III' sis
Rush at PI Kappa Alpha
House, January 18th, 19th 8,
25th.

1 F. rmmte. needed Immed. or
for Spr. Qtr. to share Ig. apt.
All exp. less than S100 mo. Call

Help wanted In the WFAL
Music Dept. No experience
needed. Apply 413 South Hall.
Start your New Year off the
right way. Listen to the
"Greatest Show On Campus"
with
Dave
McWIIIiams
Tonight from llpm 2am on

WBGU, 88.1FM.
The Alpha Oils extend special
thanks to the SAE's, Kappa
Slgs 8, Alpha Phi's for their
help with the beer blast. Your
efforts aided In making this
project a success.
Off to Toledo the Deltas did go,
but when or how we did not
know. The weekend sneak was
full of good times. We're glad
you're back WITH OUR
CHIMES! Love, the Alpha
Pelts.
Special thanks to the Alpha
Delt pledges for cleaning the
NE Commons after our beer
blast. Your sisters appreciate
the efforts 8. think you're
great I
^
Congratulations to Linda Gale
on her Inclusion In the 1978
Who's Who In American
Colleges a, Universities. Your
Alpha Delt sisters are proud of
you I

352-5704.
1 F. to sublet Spr. Qtr. Pref.
grad. stud. 352-3235.
1 or 2 rmmtes. Close to campus. Frazee Apts. $75 mo. 3523970.
1 F. to sublease upstairs of
house Spr. Qtr. Call 352 6862.
2 F. rmmtes, Spr. Qtr. $75 mo.
Furn. 352-7107
F. rmmte. needed for Spr. Qtr.
apt very close to campus. 352
8952. $92.50 mo.
1 F. rmmte Wtr. 8, Spr. Qtrs.
$75 mo. 332 3416.
1 F. rmmte. needed S. Qtr.
Total rent $145, 6th St., Call
3524725.
HELPWANTED
DJsco drummer needed. Apply
in person after 8:30pm Dixie
Electric co. 25481 Dixie Hwy„
Perrysburg. 874 8649.
PONDEROSA STEAK HOUSE
now accepting applications for
pt. time positions. Apply In
person between 2 5pm. 1S44 E.
Wooster.
Plsonello's Pizza 203 N. Main
has openings for full or pt. time
drivers In our cars. Apply after
4pm.

Nikon F 2 camera & lenses.

372 3386.
2 microphones 8. stand, ampliphier mixer combination In

excell.cond.372 1635.
Aquarium set In excell. cond.,
50 gal. tank, cover, light,
stand, Ig. Dynaflo motor filter,
bottom filters, silent giant
pump S. heaters. $155 00. Call
353 2763.
Free lovable indoor cat to give
away to a good home. 352 4244.
'76 Camaro 350 V8, 21,000 ml.,
AM-FM, air, radlals 8, vinyl
top. 352 1879.
FOR RENT
2 males needed to sublet in
house near campus. 372 0028.
Campus Manor now renting
for summer. AC, most ufll. pd.
Special rates. Ph. 352-9X2 or

352 7365 eves.
Mid Am Manor leasing for
summer 8, fall. Call 352 4380
t*-tw<>pn 2 6 tor an appt
Avail. Feb. 1st - 1 bedrm. apt.
nicely furnished & carpeted.
Just.2 blocks from campus &
downtown BG. $170 per mo.
incl. all utilities except electricity. 352 1782 after 5 p.m.
for sure, or try late morning or
afternoon.
Lg. 2 bedrm. furn. apt. 2-4
persons. Avail, now. For Info,
call University Village Apts.,
352-0164.
Lg. I bedrm., washer 8,dryer.
Pets OK $180 per mo. Avail.
Feb. 1. 352-5676 after 5.
Rockledge Manor. Furn. apt.,
2 bedrms., 8, 2 full bathrms.
Call 352 3841 after 2:00
2 bedrm. mobile home. $165
plusutll. 352-6802.
F. grad now teaching would
like to share completely furnished house in Toledo. $110
per mo. Pets OK. Call Toledo,
385-0522.
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Weinert's newest gimmick
"

Grapplers in dual

X!

PeaPickers: Scribes gawk again
John Weinert would be perfect for the cigarette advertisement, in which everybody but one person has a
gimmick.
Weinert, the Bowling Green basketball coach, obviously
would not be the only normal person. He's got enough gimmicks to make a sports writer go bananas.
His latest, of course, is the PeaPickers, the group of five
bench warmers that press all over the court and spell the
regulars for short periods of time.
It's hard to tell what's going to be next. First, there was
Midnight Madness, a gimmick in which he unveiled his team
at quite an unusual time of the day. To list all of them would
be quite difficult. But in only 1'-; years here, he's done a lot of
strange things, which like it or not, has caught people's attention.
HE'S THREATENED to quit because of the frustrations of
losing. He's banned the dunk shot. And, of course, there's The
Coat, the constant cheerleading and the sometimes eyepopping, clothing attire.
Weinert is almost the sports writer's dream. Almost
There are some coaches who refuse to give excuses after a
iy::*:::*:::::*:!:*:^

Terry
Goodman

Superior the next two weekends. Sure, it's an inconvenience,
but they're not playing the airplanes and buses. They're
playing St. Louis and I,ake Superior.

loss. Or many losses. John Weinert doesn't fit into this
category.
His three major excuses are injuries, road trips and
inexperience. He seems to like being an underdog day-in,
day-out
Many teams have injury problems more severe than
Bowling Green, which has only lost Art Cook and John
Flowers for the season. Cook was a marginal starter,
Flowers, an untested freshman. Meanwhile, the Falcons are
still loaded with talent.

One more item on Weinert. He likes to talk about next year
much too often, as if he's writing off this year. He brings up
the fact that Sporting News thinks Bowling Green will be a
powerhouse in 1978-79 with the addition of two big transfers,
Mike Miday and Scott Spencer. This is fine, but next year is
next year. And most sports writers in contact with Weinert
have heard about "next year" dozens of times.
That kind of bothers me. IT reminds me of the Cleveland
Indians. That's what they say every year when the current
season is halfway over. And in Cleveland, it annually creates
false optimism.

Rudy is another case |

WHAT WAS TAKING place in Washington's mind at the
time is known only by Washington. He has explanations.
But Tomjanovich's face was crushed in very much the
manner that faces are in automobile accidents when contact
is made with windshields and door structures.
Damaged are the upper teeth, upper lip, palate and part of
the skull. Broken are the nose and jaw. Not until the swelling
subsides can the surgeon pull the face back out threequarters of an inch and wire the jaw.
A very special artist called a maxillo facial surgeon is
required for this kind of job. Often, the doctor has both an
M.D.andaD.D.S.
The matter of who sues whom pales in importance in the
context of the pain and suffering Tomjanovich is enduring.
HE WASN'T HURT in an accident He was hurt by
someone who surmised he was warlike, or at least proffers
that reason as his motive.
If a cop shoots someone who looks suspicious, guardians of
civil liberties are going to stir a very large investigation. Washington is no beast who goes around hitting
people indiscriminately. But cops don't shoot everyone,
either.
And the fact that an innocent person like Tomjanovich has
been injured so extensively should restrain the tears in
behalf of an offender asked, as punishment, to sacrifice less
than a third of a season.
Everyone will interpret this case as his judgment dictates,
but the feeling exists here that two major points are involved.
FIRST IS OVERABUNDANCE of concern for the offender,
a problem besetting the courts today. Did the guy committing the crime get a fair trial? Was he read his rights by

Melvin
Durslag
the police? Were tape recordings used? Was his wire tapped?
Does anyone give a damn about the victim?
Judicial Utopia is when both victim and offender get a fair
shake, but the scales today don't seem to be balanced.
The second point to be considered is the general problem of
violence in basketball and whether it can be contained. We
know that appealing to the intellectuality of the performers
doesn't work. We know that threats don't work, either.
Nor have the principals been restrained by lines and light
penalties. The only option remaining is heavy penalties and we have no assurance this will work, either, but it's
worth a try.
A GRIM POSSIBILITY exists that violence no more can be
eliminated from sports than from everyday society. It used
to be that a guy sticking up a doughnut shop was happy to
escape with the money.
Today, he isn't happy unless he hits the clerk with a bullet,
too.
For awhile, the Vietnam War was blamed for violence.
But, temporarily out of wars, what are we blaming now?
In connection with sports, the private view is that players,
coaches and managers are going crazy from pressure,
created mostly by all the money cascading from the heavens.
They are punching each other in baseball. They are
slugging receivers in football. They are jostling and
swinging in basketball. And why?
LUCRATIVE PLAYOFFS are at stake. So are outrageous
salaries, meaning the athlete must drive harder to better his
next contract
And in order to protect his position from others competing
for his job, he is fiercely under the gun.
Pushed to the brink by this heat, the performers are visited
by bad reactions, and they are responding with fists and
forearms.
Groping for solutions, the NBA and other groups must try
strong penalties. And even though Kermit Washington is no
arch-villain - and he certainly is worthy of continuing as a
player - basketball must not weep over his punishment.
It must weep for the guy whose face is dented threequarters of an inch.

THE AQUA HUT ANNOUNCES ITS 1st ANNUAL
January Clearance Sale!!

By Bob Renney
Assistant Sports Editor
There is a saying "when the going gets tough the tough get
going".
But in the case of the Bowling Green basketball team, it
will take much more if they hope to beat Detroit University
tonight at 8 in Anderson Arena.
Coach John Weinert's troops will need a minor miracle
considering the nationally-ranked Titans, 13-1, are one of the
hottest teams in the country.
DETROIT HAS WON eight straight with it's only loss
coming at the hands of llth-rated Michigan State.
"Detroit is the best team we will play at home all year,"
said Weinert. "They have great talent and like to destroy
people."
Giving substance to Weinert's acclamation is the Titans
20.6 margin-of-victory average, which is seventh best in the
nation.
The Falcons, 3-10, will once again be plagued by injuries to
leading rebounder Ron Hammye and center-forward Art
Cook. Hammye is listed as very doubtful with a sprained
ankle, while Cook will probably be out for the remainder of
the season with a knee injury.
EXPECTED TO give BG fits are forward John Long,
averaging 22.3 points a game, guard Terry Duerod (17.3) and
center Terry Tyler (14.6).

Calypso Compensator's - reg. $176.95 now $139.95
U.S.D. B.C. 11 - reg. $155.95 mw $119.95
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The KEY is people...
and people are the KEY!
Order your 1978 KEY today
by calling 372-0086.

Asa 'special* bonus,
a record will be included
in the 1978 KEY; there is
a limited number so reserve
yours today.

liUt

Hours.

1011

Mon.-Sat.

S. Main, Bowling Green

11:00-6:00

Phone - 352-5128

*

Sunday By Appointment Only

+

••••••••••••••••••••It *
U.A.O. is now interviewing for a Concert
Stage Manager for the 1978-79 academic
school year.
If interested please call Jeff Pike the
present stage manager between 4:30 and
6:30 to set up an appointment.

Phone 352-0580

X

Attention

J

j Phi Eta Sigma Members *
¥

tm$&i

*
*
*
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IF YOU WANT TO DEAL - MOW'S YOUR CHANCE
clCJUH/

WEINERT IS looking for a complete turnaround in his
front line that was out-rebounded 35-10 and out-scored 50-12
by the Northern Illinois trio.
"Our play on the front line was terrible," complained
Weinert. "Anytime you get out-played that bad under the
boards you are going to have a hard time winning.
"Against Detroit we are going to have to slow down the
tempo and hope that, since we are a young team, the kids will
be able to bounce back."
The game will be proceeded by a women's basketball game
pitting the Falcons against Defiance at 5 p.m.

*
*
*
*

*
*
*

Many other major brand* avaitible

"WE HAVE NO killer instinct and we lack the intangible,
undefinable type of player that has it in his gut to want
something bad," he continued. "As a matter of fact,
somebody remarked that we got our first floor burn last
game when Jeff Lambert dove for that lose ball.''
Despite having tried a number of different combinations,
the Falcons will probably start the same line-up they used in
their 77-65 loss to Northern Illinois. Emzer Shurelds and
George Marshall will open at forward, Duane Gray and Joe
Faine at the guards, and Mike Huebner at center.

J*

SOME ITEMS MARKED DOWN EVEN MORE SUPER SAVINGS LIKE THESE:
U.S. Divers - Altnifwm 80s - {138.95 reg. $199.95
Aqua Dive watches 25% off

But what really worries Weinert is his team's lack of intensity, hustle and aggressiveness - traits that are usually
evident in a Weinert-coached ballclub.
"We're not an intense and aggressive team at all," he said.
"We tend to stand around, watch the other team pick up the
loose balls and rebounds.

*
*
*

*
*

20% off everything in the store!

"THE ONLY WAY we're going to get better Is to
wrestle as often as we can," Riesen said Saturday.
"From now on, we have two matches a week which can
only help everyone's wrestling ability."
The lineup should be generally the same this evening
for the Falcons, with Jay Liles leading the way at 118
pounds.
"What can you say?" Riesen remarked, "Jay is just a
superb wrestler. He's quick, smart, and aggressive.
He's definitely the best we have."

A"*******************************************

J

JANUARY 16 - 31st

Maybe it is to the advantage of the Bowling Green
wrestling team that Cincinnati has dropped out of
tonight's triangular match at Defiance.
The Falcons take their 1-2 overall record to Defiance
tonight for what is now only a duel match with the
Yellow Jackets.
So instead of two teams to worry about, the Falcons
only have one. After the last two appearances by BG,
maybe it's for the best.
However, Coach Pete Riesen's philosophy disagrees.

Hoopsters entertain
powerful Detroit

MOST OTHER University teams, on the other hand, enjoy
leaving Bowling Green. You won't hear hockey coach Ron
Mason complain about his trips to St. Louis and Lake

Growing violence in sports

INGLEWOOD, Calif. - The 1XK> Angeles Lakers were
worried about a replacement. Kermit Washington was
worried about his image, his fine and the salary he would lose
during his suspension.
And thought was given to suing the NBA commissioner for
the atrocity he had committed against Kermit
At Centinela Hospital, not far from the Forum, Rudy
Tomjanovich of Houston was concerned with problems more
basic. His face, literally, had been moved back threequarters of an inch by the devastating punch delivered by
Washington.
if Rudy had ben standing 199 other ways, he might not have
been hurt as badly. But his luck betrayed him that night
Hands at his sides, unsuspecting, he had exposed himself in
precisely the worst way when the fist hurled like a cannonball by a very powerful man, landed.
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* Sorry for the delay. Jerseys may -it
£ be picked up Sat., Jan. 21 in +
£ MacDonald North, Main Lounge +,
j between 1-3. If you have any J
*
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*
{
Barbi at 2-3711.
*
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AAavity big on blocking shots

Defenseman has courage
By Terry Goodman
Sports Editor
There once was a Bowling
Green defenseman, named
Roger Archer, who many
thought
had
wacky
characteristics.
Here was a guy-three
times named to the AllCentral Collegiate Hockey
Association first team-who
became a fan pleaser by
going down on all fours and
blocking enemy slap shots.
Considering hockey pucks
reach velocities of more than
100 mph and Archer's face
was between the puck and
the Falcon goal, this is a
dangerous maneuver.
It took guts. Some said, he
had to be nuts to try it.
Archer, maybe the best BG
defenseman ever, graduated
three years ago, but there's

another "nut" here to follow
his footsteps.
MEET JOHN MAVITY, a
two-time AU-CCHA choice.
"Not many people do it,"
admits Mavity, who is also
well known for his blistering
drivers on BG power plays.
"Tom Thomas blocks shots,
but he doesn't go down on his
knees. He sort of crouches
down.
"I usually don't even think
about it. They either come
around you or shoot. I got to
make sure he'.« decided to
shoot and then go down."
Mavity had about 10 blocks
last weekend against Northern Michigan, which not
only impressed fans, but
Wildcat defenseman Don
Waddell, as well.
"HE(WADDELL) asked
me afterwards "could you
teach me how to do

that,'"Mavity said. "There
wasn't really much I could
tell him. Either you do it or
you don't. He did it once and
almost lost his eye, so now
he's not too keen on blocking
shots.
"I guess if I got hit in
the eye, I wouldn't be
either."
But Mavity has been
fortunate.
"I've never been hit above
the chest," he said. "I've
been hit on top of the helmet
once, but that was on a
deflection. I guess in that
way, I've been pretty
lucky."
Blocking a puck is a
dangerous art, but Mavity
has a couple of rules to work
with.
"A couple things will tip
you off," he explained. "Of
course.if the opponent brings
his stick up, and also if he's

not looking at me, he's
looking at the puck. Once he
concentrates on the puck, his
head is down and he doesn't
know where I am.
"CHANCES ARE, with the
head down, he's going to
shoot."
It seems strange that
Mavity's defensive abilities
are getting to be so
prominent. In previous years
at BG, he's been better
known for his scoring output.
In fact, he's the only
defenseman in Falcon
history to record a hat trick.
Mavity was the team's
third leading scorer last year
with 47 points, and overall,
he is tied for 13th (with John
Stewart) on the list of alltime BG scorers.
"This year's a little different," chucked Mavity. "I
can't figure it out, but I know
my defense has improved.
Defense
wasn't
my
strongpoint before. I was
more of an offensive
defenseman.
"But I used to be that.
Now I'm playing good
defense. Last year, I got
down too much and let some
people get around me.
"My timing's better this
year, though. It's timing and
experience."

SHOW STOPPERS - Defensemen Ken Morrow (3) and John Mavity (9) try, along with BG goaltender
Wally Charko (hidden), to smother tbe puck during last weekend's two-game sweep over Northern
Michigan. The Falcons travel toSt Louis this weekend.
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And, a touch of courage.

J

Super Bowl: The aftermath
New Orleans cleans it up... while Dallas lives it up

Newsphotos by Dave Ryan

Pardon me, I think my foot's caught

"FOR AN ENTIRE 10-day Carnival season, we'U pick up about 10,000
tons out of the Quarter, so the Super Bowl has to rank pretty high.
"Saturday night, we had two sweepers, two trucks and 10 broorn-andcan crews on Bourbon Street at 3 a.m. We went down one side, and when
we turned to go back, you couldn't even tell we'd passed It was just as
dirty as before.
"The people were out there drinking until sunup, and it was 20 degrees.
If the weather had been nice, there's no telling what would have happened."
Owen Brennan said his restaurant served 1,675 breakfasts Saturday
morning and over 1,500 Sunday. A leisurely late breakfast at Brennan's is
an obligatory stop on the tourist route here.

Northern Michigan's Dave Guertin found himself in a sticky situation last
Saturday-stuck in the Bowling Green goal net, minded by Brian
Stankiewlcz. Stanklewicz stepped out of the way and let Guertin work his
way out ol trouble. His teammates didn't, however, losing a pair of
games to the Falcons.

MODEL OPEN
NOON Til 4:30 P.M. WEEKDAYS

CAMPUS
»
MANOR
;*
APARTMENTS

NEW ORLEANS (AP) - It was almost like Mardi Gras - a week-long
block party that crescended to Super Bowl XII and left this bawdy old city
dazed, but an estimated $30 million richer.
They guaged good times here by how much you eat and drink, and by
how much litter is left in the street.
"If you measure in terms of garbage, it was a successful event," said
Patrick Koloski, director of the city's sanitation department "For the
three-day weekend, we picked up 400 tons of trash off French Quarter
streets. On a normal three-day weekend, we pick up maybe 50-fiO tons.

NJ

A CAB DRIVER said averaged $200 a night for the weekend. "Usually,
I'd be happy as hell with $60 a night." he said.
Monday morning, New Orleans International Airport reported "wallto-wall people," waiting to catch flights home.
Service personnel soaked their aching feet and prepared for the next
onslaught of tourists. The French Quarter streets were back to their
customary state of decadent raunchiness.
Mardi Gras is Feb. 7 this year.

***********

BEHIND DINO'S PIZZA PUB
NEXT TO STERLING MILKS, DORSEY DRUG
NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER & FALL SCHOOL YEAR OF 1978
OPENINGS FOR 1 -l STUDENTS
To Fill 4 People Apis. (Fall School Year)
Special Summer Rales (21 BEDROOM (111 Students Sum
(tier Quarter

13 GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR
•New - Modern - Furnished - Cable T.V.
•2 min. Walk to Com pus
•5 min. Walk to Downtown
•25 business establishments at your front door
•Entrance doors secured at all times
•Large freezer for additional food savings
•Intercom between apartments A entrance
•Free parking at your front door
•Gas barbeque grill for the gourmet cook
•No car required, save on gas, parking & operating cost
•No long walks on those lero winter days in mud A slush
•Well lighted streets between apts., campus and shopping areas

DALLAS (AP) - The Dallas Cowboys received a damp and chilly
welcome home Monday-from the weather, not the thousands of fans who
left work, skipped school and braved the cold to greet the newly crowned
world champions.
More than 3,000 cheering, shivering fans, waving penants and shouting
"We're No. 1" crowded outside Dallas City Hall Monday afternoon to
hear Dallas Mayor Robert Folsom proclaim "Dallas Cowboys Week."
The Cowboys, 27-10 victors over the Denver Broncos in Sunday's Super
Bowl, also received an open-car parade through downtown Dallas, where
temperatures dipped into the low 30s and winds whipped in gusts of more
than 20 miles per hour.
ROOKIE RUNNING back Tony Dorsett, clad in a full-length fur coat
and hobbling on crutches from his Super Bowl knee injury, waved an
"Orange Crusher" T-shirt and received thunderous ovations from the
fans.
"This is fantastic," he said of the greeting.

Brandishing the Super Bowl trophy, Cowboy President and General
Manager Tex Schramm told the crowd, "We're very proud to represent
Dallas and you fine folks.''
The cheers grew louder as Dallas Coach Tom Landry and his coaches
introduced the other Super Bowl heroes.
MORE THAN 1,000 fans waited an hour at Dallas' Love Field to greet
the Cowboys charter jet-a tasteful Cowboy blue this time instead of the
Bronco orange plane that ferried the Cowboys to New Orleans.
Linda Durbin, a secretary, who left her job to welcome the Cowboys.
"They have fought so long for this championship, I don't mind freezing
a little bit. My boss said go ahead and have a good time."

WIN A SUPER DOYNE
MT. SKI WEEKEND
FROM WINDFALL
680 AM

DO IT ON
HORSEBACK
Join BGSU-Brookdale
Saddle Club
First organization meeting
Wed., Jan. 8,
7:00 P.M.
[At Main Lobby,
Dunbar Dorm
No riding
experience necessary.

•Friendly Helpful Landords

Training for Beginners,
FOR THE CREAM OF THE CROP
GO CAMPUS MANOR

Intermediate & Advanced Riders.
Horse shows.
Drill Team.

FROMS277 PER PERSON PER QUARTER
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED EXCEPT
ELECTRIC (HEAT, AC, HOT WATER BY GAS)

S°*

Western & English.

*

AU Areas of
Horsemanship Stressed.

L\°

352-9302

JOIN NOW!

I VI \!NCS AND WEEKENDS
352-7365
MODEL OPEN NOON TILL 4 30 P.M. WEEKDAYS
**M***^*^*,***^wM^MMM\^vy»y»y«v»y»w»»ww»»»yy»»v

for further information
CALL 655-2193 (Local Call)

